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Abstract

Expectation of reward has a powerful influence on motor behavior. To probe how and where

reward systems alter motor behavior, we studied smooth pursuit eye movements in monkeys

trained to associate the color of a visual cue with the size of the reward that is issued at the end

of the target motion. We recorded neural activity in the Frontal eye field and found that reward

had a multiplicative effect on the direction tuning of the cell. We then leverage our ability to

control smooth pursuit speed by manipulating target motion and found firing rate modulation

that can be attributed to reward exceed modulation that can be attributed to the eye movement

parameters. We conclude that the reward is represented through the motor circuitry in ways

that are not directly reflected in the behavior. We suggest that the effect of reward on behavior

must be understood at the network level as an interaction between different pathways. We

propose a framework for studying how the distributed representation of reward is linked to

action.


